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About This Game

WE ARE DOOMED is a twin-stick shooter where you zap polygon baddies with an absurdly overpowered laserbeam. Dive head-
first into the action with reckless ambition, charge the SUPERBEAM, and zap everything out of existence in an instant. Chase

high scores or just enjoy the beautiful explosion of geometry, color and light.

Pure arcade action. No cutscenes, storylines, or lengthy tutorials.

An overpowered laserbeam weapon, and the more ridiculous SUPERBEAM.

Waves mode: 30 waves that range from chill to hyper-intense.

Endless mode: An endless barrage of baddies. How many zones can you survive?

Quick to start, and quick to restart for "just one more" game.

A vibrant world of neon colors, bold shapes, and glitching geometry.

A beautiful, chill, and occasionally glitchy soundscape.
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This game is a weebs wet dream i love it also its quite hard the game and my♥♥♥♥♥♥♥. I thought it was a game. However,
this is supposed to be a story. Yet it's very poorly written and it's the worst voice acting that I've ever heard...no exaggeration..
The controller bindings are terrible.

I was forced to steer, accelerate, and brake, all on the left joystick. Setting up different buttons did not help.

This game would be playable if the controls were updated to work better with the common Xbox controllers.

Graphics were alright, and I would probably leave this installed for a time killer game, but the controls ruined it for me.

Looked like a decent Wipeout clone. :\/
. Let's go ahead and address the fact that this really isn't Junk Jack (JJ), it's actually Junk Jack X (JJX) with some of JJ's music
and textures.)

O MY GOD! I had always wanted this game to come to PC and it's finally here, and i'm happy. I had played the absolute sh*t
out of the original Junk Jack and Junk Jack X on the ipad, and always knew a PC experience would be amazing. And here we
are! Now, as happy as I may be, i'm a bit dissapointed that they took everything from JJX but not the title screen music, instead
it uses a soft beat from JJ. That's it, that's the only problem with this game, and it's more of a preference rather than a problem.

Now, this game is so much fun guys, steam may say I have'nt spent much time in this game, (which is true, for the PC at least)
but the time i spent in JJ and JJX on the ipad is uncountable! And after all those hours- no, days I spent playing the game, I still
barely scratched the surface of how much there is to explore, build, craft, and fight in this game! You may look at JJ and say
"eh, it just looks like a Terraria clone" and you may be right to a certain extent, but this game offers such a different and
amazing experience than terraria's. Give this game a shot, and you will fall in love. Maybe not as much as me, but you will enjoy
the time you spend in this game. I guarantee it.. Interesting game.
Simple, but offers more than meets the eye. Very tight controls that get hooked from the beginning.

We'll see if Alva has managed to give it that extra. This game is the closest I've ever seen to the guild simulator I've always
wanted to play. It's simple, it's fun, it's short. I wish it was a complex resource management game with the depth and lore it
deserves, but that's unfair.

But it wasn't promised to be the next blockbuster hit. It's less than five bucks. And I enjoyed it until the endgame. Other
reviewers I feel are being too harsh: This was advertised as a "short and sweet" game you can finish in a few hours. And it
delivered it precisely. I would reccomend this game, even if only to drum up interest in an even better one.. Here's why I hate
this software:

-If you don't have DJ hardware at home, you're f***ed
-Many free versions do way better than this
-They ask you to register online on something else than steam when you start which is straight up weird and most of the account
changes you try to make don't even work.
-The broadcast option is super complicated and I'd honestly rather use OBS (Why Broadcaster Edition Why?)
-The record option is also super complicated
-There are watermarks on videos ON A SOFTWARE I PAID 50 BUCKS FOR

In conclusion, this software is really good and offers a good experience to users. Just kidding it is ****. If you love yuri vn's this
is a must play. The quality is top tier. The story will have some unexpected moments that will incite some strong, confusing
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feelings within you (I loved then hated then loved then hated and finally loved the story). The writers are genius and knew
exactly what they were doing. Like the game says at the start, forget about your real life troubles and relax in a beautiful yuri
world.. - No sound, completely silent when your train passes by
- No random variant, so you'll have to manually make your consists look random. It really doesn't work yet - hopefully in 6
months or so and some more work - buy if you want to support....but do so with caution, when, IF, this will be a really playable
game is open to debate.

HOWEVER do go grab weird worlds, that's great!

Now - now we have a game - an early access that paid off - but I stand by the whole 'released too soon' statment
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Why is this free?. One of the best DLCs for the game. Not long in terms of track length, but the options for scenarios are
endless with both passenger and freight services with different locomotives, and the scenery is oh so beautiful, maybe the best
of any DLC for TS. Combined with the low price, which of course gets even lower with sales, this route is a contender for one
of the best routes to ever be released for TS. Most definitely recommended.. If you like cars this is for you. Cons:
Plot essentially non-existent.
Diolog is terrible.
Gameplay is all right but nothing to write home about.
Even for Pixel Art, it's not very good.

Pros:
There's a power up called "Farts" that lets your "ball" fart on command.

Conclusion:
10/10, would fart again.. Bloody Walls is a free to play action game. Your goal is to kill all the enemies on 10 floors before you
are out of antidote. The antidote acts as a timer, but also as a currency to buy weapons to help you complete the game. You
attack enemies by clicking on their head, with certain enemies only revealing their weakpoints when you are at a certain range.

The sprites and the graphics for this game are actually really good, but the simplicity of this game makes it not worth the hour it
takes to beat the game. If we still were in the era of free flash games, this would be at home with that group. But there are better
free to play games out there with more interesting ideas than this one.

Achievement Quest: This is an easy 100%, and can be accomplished in one game. There are NPCs that want certain items that
you can find, and each one of those is an achivement. Kill a number of enemies is an achivement, and beat the game will be
your final. Easy 9 achivements for this simple game.. dont bother with this cheap game, it has a in game currency that makes the
game unplayable and each mode has 1 level unlocked then you need to use this hard to obtain currency to unlock it. save your
small amount of money and buy a burger or something.. Here's the thing: and i normally like these kind of games, but not being
able to configure the rotation keys makes the game almost unplayable on a laptop unless you have a detached\/USB keyboard,
Otherwise, whether with the mouse or touch pad, you have to play 'twister' trying to rotate the screen whilst clicking the tiles.
Good concept, BAD design. It's a no.. Quite fun, but short. Pace very slow. Had everything finished in 5 hours. I wish there was
more. My advice: only buy when on sale.. I was so hyped for this game. I fire it up, and play a rune collecting simulator for the
first half hour. When I finally get to fight the zombies, I find that the combat kinda blows. Trying to block with the torch, when
half the time the guy just swings through it.

The guys chuckin the bombs look cool... until you try to catch the bomb and it passes through your hand and blows you up.

The bow feels terrible. It keeps switching hands on me when I try to grab another arrow from my back so I end up just standing
there getting hit by nades until I am dead.

The inventory system feels bad as well. Opening the trunk is cool the first time, and it works well enough when you are selling
to a merchant, but in combat trying to swig a pot? Hey zombie bomb guy, one sec, i got hit by too many of your ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t
silders (Seriously who the hell are these zombies? Nolan Ryan?) so now I need a pot. Just let me bust out my chest here.

And now to the real deal breaker for me, the movement. I teleport (I see you snickering at me. I get motion sick if I don't) and
while teleporting the screen goes black for a second. Also, the controls for the teleport are either super sensitive, and makes me
move when my thumb barely brushes the pad, or do not work at all when I am trying to dodge the aformentioned curve balls.

This game has potential. It feels like the dev team put a lot of soul into it and it feels like they are really trying to make as much
VR interactive fun as they can. I feel it gets in the way and is quite annoying after the first hour or so.

I can't recommend this game in it's current state. Devs, I hope you stick with it and make some improvements. This has
potential, but it isn't quite there yet.
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